Road Trip

Big mountains,
small people
The Drakensberg is where serious mountaineers test the limits of
human achievement. It’s also a wonderful place to introduce toddlers
to the great outdoors. By Nick Dall

KOBUS TOLLIG

MAGIC KINGDOM
With towering
mountains and
silver streams, the
Drakensberg is a
wonderland for kids
to explore.
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SECRET HIDEAWAY
Situated away from
the main camp,
rustic Simes Cottage offers space
and spectacular
mountain views.

Off the beaten track in

Lotheni
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children gravitate towards the lake. Delicate turquoise damselflies flit at the water’s
edge, while a lone dabchick bobs serenely
in the shadows of a dead tree. Later that
evening the sky takes on a million pinks,
crimsons and scarlets and the pearlescent
mountains glow in the twilight. Swallows
swoop on unsuspecting midges and trout
rise everywhere. I light a braai and set up
my fly rod while my four-year-old daughter readies her own rod, a dried-out reed
found on the bank, and my wife and the
baby play on the lawn.
A few trout rise to my fly, but rusty reflexes mean that I hook none of them. My
daughter proves far more adept and she
has soon amassed a sizeable pile of weeds
dredged from the shallows. By the time the

DID YOU
KNOW?
An 8 km MTB
trail takes you
past the Gelib
Tree, planted
in memory of
soldiers killed in
the Abyssinian
campaign during the Second
World War.

shelly dall
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hen I was 10, my brother and
I flew to Durban during the
winter holidays to spend a fortnight with an aunt and uncle. One of the
places we visited was Lotheni and I’ve never
forgotten swimming in a river so cold there
were sheets of ice in the slower eddies. Now,
25 years later, it’s my turn to bring my own
children to this paradise.
I’ve clearly forgotten how hard to reach
Lotheni is and the 75 km drive from Nottingham Road takes well over two hours in
our rental car. By the time we reach Simes
Cottage, a restored farmhouse with its own
private trout dam and an utterly spectacular
mountain backdrop, we are off-grid with no
electricity or cellphone signal.
Before we’ve even unpacked the car, the

Father and daughter fishing in the trout dam next to the cottage.
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coals are ready, I’ve still caught nothing. I’m
about to reluctantly lean my rod against
the stone walls of the cottage when I realise
there’s no need to call it a day just yet. I
move the portable braai closer to the water’s
edge and take turns fishing and braaing.
Eventually I land a little rainbow and the
family come to marvel at its iridescent colouring before I release it.
After supper we bath the kids in the cottage’s old Victorian bath tub by the light
of paraffin lamps. The croaking of frogs
outside is deafening and one especially
confused little fella hops all the way into the
bathroom. For the second time in under an
hour I release something into the lake.
Next morning we’re woken by a tapping
on the door. It’s a redwing starling who can’t

resist the glimmering sunlight on the windowpane. While I’m feeding my youngest,
another early bird, breakfast in the kitchen,
I notice three splendid crowned cranes on
the other side of the lake. I decide to take
her outside for a closer look, but as soon as I
open the door the cranes fly off up the valley,
hooting their baritone klaxons as they fly.
Later, when the weather turns, we bundle
the girls in the car and buy a couple of story
books at the resort’s shop before fleeing to
the refuge of Simes Cottage. When we drive
out of Lotheni the next day the storm has
passed but the river is a chocolate torrent
and the mountains are awash with waterfalls.
Between the toddlers and the weather we
didn’t get to venture very far, but I wouldn’t
want it any other way.
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Fishy tales in Kamberg

Besides trout fishing, Kamberg is famous
for Game Pass Shelter, a rock art site.

fter stocking up on fuel and groceries in Nottingham Road, we
set off in a persistent drizzle. The
(mostly) tarred road takes us through
undulating farmlands that gradually give
way to rugged wilderness. As we approach
Kamberg, we marvel at scores of long-tailed
widowbirds performing exuberant, almost
ungainly mating displays.
We unpack in the recently refurbished

Later that afternoon I beg time off to go
fishing. For many years Kamberg was the
epicentre of trout fishing in KwaZulu-Natal
and although the hatchery is long gone, two
of the dams are stocked with rainbows and
the Mooi River still boasts some of the best
brown-trout fishing in the country.
Unfortunately, the Mooi is in spate, but
I find the water in Eland Dam to be cold,
crystalline and mirror calm. I unfurl some
line and cast towards a bank of reeds. My
chestnut-coloured woolly bugger plops into
the water and I wait a few seconds before
commencing a slow, erratic retrieve. I see
my line move before I feel it and I strike.
This fish is much bigger, heavier, stronger
than the one I caught at Lotheni. It heads
for the reeds and jumps clear of the water.
Instinctively I bend my knees to prevent
it from throwing the hook. After a fiveminute fight, I lay it on the grassy bank for
a quick photo before releasing it.
Besides trout fishing, Kamberg is famous for Game Pass Shelter, a rock art site
which has been described as the ‘Rosetta
Stone of sub-Saharan Africa’. It’s accessed
by a three-hour guided hike. In view of
the weather, we arrange instead for Rowan
Mweli, the official guide, to accompany us
on the blessedly flat Mooi River Trail.

A

Huntsman’s Cottage and go for a walk in
its delightful garden. “Pity about the rain,”
I say to my oldest daughter. “Don’t worry,
Dad,” she consoles, “the flowers love to
drink rain.” We’re about to go inside when
a trio of horses appears at our back gate.
Toddlers don’t feel rain at the best of times,
even less so when there’s a horse involved,
and by the time we finally get them inside
we’re all soggy.

We stroll at the water’s edge while Rowan
talks: “Nobody lived in Game Pass Shelter,
it was like a cathedral for the San people.
The shamans went there for special occasions. Like when a girl reached puberty or a
boy completed his first successful hunt.
“For Zulus like me, the cow is a sacred
animal, but for the San it was the eland.
They painted eland from all angles and
they also painted figures which were halfhuman, half-eland. They even mixed eland
blood into their paints in the hope that
some of its potency would remain.”
My daughter interrupts Rowan to point
out a clump of mushrooms that look, to
me, like the standard supermarket variety.
“Magic mushrooms,” he says. “You are
lucky to see them because they appear
only after heavy rains. The shamans
sometimes used to eat these to help them
achieve a state of trance but most of the
time they got there through chanting and
dancing.”
I ask what became of the San. “They were
last seen in the Drakensberg in the late
1800s. They were chased all the way to the
Kalahari by the Zulus and the British. But
in the village where I live there are several
mixed families with San surnames. The San
are still very much a part of this valley.”

Opposite: An atmospheric scene at Eland Dam. Clockwise from above:
The Mooi River Trail is an easy walk for kids; a magic mushroom; guide
Rowan Mweli is a mine of information about the area.
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From left: Rock art in main caves; Zulu dancers at the rest camp;
guide Thamsanqa Ngcobo sheds light on the rock paintings.

tackle a trail
The 3.5km walk
to the Main Caves
can be managed by
little legs, although
the route is rather
steep in parts.

It takes a bit of imagination, but we have fun
making out the silhouette of a sleeping giant at
the head of the valley.
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Take a hike in
Giant’s Castle

f there were a prize for the most toddlerfriendly park name, Giant’s Castle
would win hands down. The winding approach through steep-sided valleys
shrouded in wispy clouds only adds to the
fairy tale. When we reach the chalet the
kids are disappointed to find there aren’t
any turrets nor a crocodile-infested moat.
Giant’s Castle is by the far the bestequipped of the three parks we’ve stayed
at and we gleefully hand over a bag full of
laundry to housekeeping before heading
to the Izimbali restaurant for toasted sandwiches and hot chocolate, washed down by
magnificent valley views.
The next morning we wake to a different
world. Blue cloudless skies reveal enormous
basalt cliff faces and we decide to hike to
the Main Caves Museum. I buy our tickets
at reception and sign the mountain register,
a vital safety precaution.
At first the path is flat and the views are,
as Alan Paton would have said, “Lovely
beyond any singing of it.” It takes a bit of
imagination, but we have fun making out
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the silhouette of a sleeping giant at the head
of the valley. At one point a park ranger
catches up with us. “Have you seen any
eland this morning?” he asks. We shake our
heads. “There,” he teases, pointing to cluster
of sandstone-coloured shapes on a boulderstrewn slope. “Rocks can’t walk around.”
After about 45 minutes at toddler pace,
we cross the rickety bridge which fords the
Two Dassies Stream and enter a magical
forest. The path gets quite steep and slippery in places, but somehow the baby in the
backpack sleeps through it all. At the gate
we are greeted by Thamsanqa Ngcobo, the
site guide and, it turns out, the chap who
pointed out the herd of eland to us.
The first section of the outdoor museum
brings the subject matter alive for kids. “See
how short they were,” Thamsanqa laughs,
“one point five metres.” The most impressive
art is on the other side of the hill in a larger
overhang fitted with boardwalks and ladders. Eland are definitely the most popular
subject matter, but Thamsanqa also points
out a wonderful coiled snake, an elephant
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camp and the kids are transfixed. The dancers kick and jump and strut while giant rain
drops splatter the red earth and thunder
rumbles in the distance.
Later that night, when the storm has
passed and the children are asleep, we order
takeaways from the restaurant. As I savour
my “trout topped with almond flakes and
served with shaved baby marrows and caper sauce”, I know we’ll be talking about the
Berg road trip for years to come.

Trip planner
Getting there
The central and
southern areas of the
Drakensberg lie within
half a day’s drive from
the East Coast and Gauteng. From Durban to
Giant’s Castle: 2 hours
45 minutes, Kamberg
2 hours 15 minutes,
Lotheni 3 hours. From
Johannesburg to Giant’s
Castle: 4 hours 50 minutes, Kamberg 5 hours,
Lotheni 5 hours.
Accommodation
Children under 12 stay
free at Ezemvelo KZN
Wildlife’s camps. At
Lotheni families can
choose between 3-bed
chalets and 6-bed
cottages, as well as the
campsite located further
up the valley. Chalets
R560 a night for one to
three adults in standard
season, R670 in high
season. Cottages from
R1 440 a night for one
to four adults, R1 720 in
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high season. Camping
R180 a night for one to
two adults, R220 in high
season. If you have a
big crowd, opt for Simes
Cottage, which sleeps 10,
R2 800 a night, R3 360
in high season.
Kamberg has a 6-bed
chalet suited to a family
group. R900 a night
for one to four adults,
R1 080 in high season.
Giant’s Castle offers
4-bed and 6-bed chalets,
with breakfast included.
From R1 890 a night
for one to three adults,
R2 280 in high season.
The secluded Giant’s
Rock Lodge has sublime
views and can sleep
up to six people, from
R2 800 a night, R3 360
in high season.
Activities
The top pastime is undoubtedly walking, with
spectacular scenery all
around. In fine weather
the mountain streams

“Nobody lived in Game Pass Shelter.
It was like a cathedral for the San people.”
Hiking is one of the
prime attractions
at Giant’s Castle.

make for refreshing
swim spots. Trout fishing
is possible at all three
reserves, be sure to get
a permit from reception.
Giant’s Castle Guided
walk to explore Main
Caves R45 a person.
Kamberg Guided walk to
Game Pass Shelter R75
a person.
Entry fees at all three
reserves R40 an adult,
R20 a child, Wild Card
members free.
Bookings Ezemvelo
Central Reservations
033-845-1000
www.kznwildlife.com

The Drakensberg is
conveniently located
between Gauteng and
Durban.

dream location
Giant’s Castle is a
walker’s paradise
with several day
hikes departing
from the camp.

sCOTT RAMSAY

and quite a few humans and half-humans.
The walk back to camp is downhill and
shorter, too, a good thing considering our
daughter’s flagging energy levels. We pass
Rock 75, where the 75th Regiment of the
British Army camped during the Langalibalele Rebellion, before following the contours of the Bushman’s River back to camp.
After lunch a troupe of Zulu dancers
from the local community give an impromptu performance in the middle of the
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